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Allison Wells, 1955, oil on canvas, 26x34”

In Nashville this January mid-century works of Ted Faiers (1908-1985) take the walls at David Lusk Gallery. The 1950s: 
paintings, drawings & woodcuts showcases Faiers’s distinctly abstract works, all with an extremely fl attened sense of space 
and shape, combined with sensuous line. 

Faiers was born in England in 1908 and raised in Western Canada. In his early forties, he moved to New York to study at the 
Art Students League where he met his lifetime mentor, Will Barnet, and was introduced to abstract painting ideals. It was here 
that he began to hone his distinctive line-making technique and explore an infl uential art style known as Indian Space Painting. 
He later went on to enjoy a successful career as a professor, teaching painting and drawing for over thirty years at Memphis 
College of Art. All the while he maintained his own studio practice – making paintings, drawings, woodcuts and lithographs in a 
series of connecting additions at his home. 

Through out the mid-20th century, in search of an American response to 
cubism and surrealism, the Indian Space Painters began to combine Native 
American and pre-Columbian imagery in mosaic-like abstractions. These 
vibrant compositions were often laden with symbols and fused notions of 
object and space. Artists associated with the movement were often 
interested in contracting the foreground and background into one fl at, 
reverberating plane. This movement, alongside other cultural changes that 
shaped the 20th century, deeply infl uenced Faiers’s color and composition in 
the 1950s.

In the seven oil on canvas and eight woodcuts displayed this month fl at forms, 
negative space, colorful composition and abrupt cubist elements reign:

“The fl at surface was the most fundamental physical characteristic of a painting 
to Ted and the organization of the canvas was his primary preoccupation.” Will Barnet refl ected years later on Ted’s work in 
the 50s, “This fascination with form gives his work a structure and a pictorial excitement that forces the viewer to search and 
participate actively in the images depicted. His color reinforces this excitement.”

Faiers had a strong exhibition history throughout his life. His work moved through several distinct periods toward his fi nal 
output of three-diminsional fi gurative canvases. He was a talented educator and has legions of former students. But at heart 
he was a working artist. Looking through his life’s output it is easy to understand that he had an addiction to making art. David 
Lusk Gallery is proud to continue growing the recognition of the art of Ted Faiers.

David Lusk Gallery is located at 516 Hagan St. in Nashville’s Wedgewood/Houston Neighborhood. Gallery hours are Tu-Sa 
11-5. For further information or visuals, contact Brittney Shedden at 901-767-3800 or brittney@davidluskgallery.com.
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Untitled (Study for Signal), 1954, ink on paper, 11x15”


